
Natural Elements™ blinds
 

Natural Elements™ blinds enhance any décor
by combining a 2" modern metal alloy slat with
the warmth of real wood accents. Choose your
slat color and wood accent color. Mix and match
finishes along with operating and design
options, like the exclusive MagnaView™ tilt
feature, for a look that's striking, unique and
totally you!

Material Aluminum/Wood

Slat Size 2"

Sizes Available Width: 7 3/4" to 96"
Height: 12" to 126"

Material/Color Options 22 Slat Colors/12 Wood Accent Colors

Privacy & Light Control (1 to 5 scale)
(1) Reduced glare, no privacy
(4) Diffused light, complete privacy
(5) Blocked light, complete privacy

Specialty Shapes & Design
Options

MagnaView™
Bay and Corner Windows
French Doors
Cut-Outs

Operating Systems Cordlock Operation
LiteRise® Cordless System

Motorization Options PowerTilt™ battery-operated remote control

Soil and Dust Resistant Yes

Uniform Exterior
Appearance

No

Orientation/Window Shape Horizontal

Safety Features Yes

GREENGUARD Indoor Air
Quality Certified

Yes

Insulation  to 

Solar Heat Control

Daylighting

Ultraviolet Protection

Sound Absorption

Price $

http://www.hunterdouglas.com/

(800) 789-0331

Disclaimer:  While we strive to ensure the visual details displayed on our product imagery and in our room scenes are accurate, they are representative of general product categories only and are not
intended to be exact.
Due to the nature of printers, scanners, computer monitors and Internet browsers, there will be variations in color, texture, detail, contrast and brightness. There may be further noticeable differences
between the products displayed on this site and those seen and purchased from an authorized Hunter Douglas dealer, including but not limited to headrail types; vane, slat or cell sizes; and operating
systems.
For an accurate representation of fabric and color, we suggest you visit your local authorized Hunter Douglas dealer, where you can see, feel and experience the quality of our products, fabrics and colors
firsthand.
The Hunter Douglas window fashions shown in our room scenes represent common vane, slat and cell sizes. Note not all fabrics, materials and colors for a particular product are available in all sizes.
Please reference specific swatch details for more information.
Limitations and restrictions may apply. Please visit your local dealer for more details.
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